AUTOMATION OR AUGMENTATION?

HOW AI IS TRANSFORMING
SALES ORGANIZATIONS

Bonus:
Exclusive interview with
management consultant,
entrepreneur & data scientist

Prof. Dr. Peter Gentsch

How long does it take for Google to get a
complete mapping of the exact location of
every business, every household, and
every street number in France?
One hour.*

Thank you for choosing Incenteev, the experts in sales force
acceleration. We hope this guide’s exclusive insights will help
unleash the full potential of your sales network.
Your partners at

* In a McKinsey-interview, Jeremy Howard, a research scientist at the University of San Francisco,
explains how Google is growing faster due to Artificial Intelligence. Rather than sending 100
people equipped with a GPS through suburbs, Google used its Street View picture database
and one person to classify a hundred examples with street numbers in them. Then Google sent
the whole database through an algorithm to filter the pictures with similar street numbers. The
algorithm took one hour to complete this scanning process.
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Overview

Want to know how Artificial Intelligence (AI)
will transform your sales organization?
In this guide, you will discover:

- A concise overview of how companies are already adopting AI in their
business strategy.
- An expert’s perspective on the human’s role in the future of sales.
- 5 sales technologies to boost your sales organization using
Artificial Intelligence.
- The reasons why you should not fear integrating AI into your company.
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Executive Summary

Automation or Augmentation? –
How Artificial Intelligence will transform sales
organizations
More data has been created in the past two years than in the entire history of the human race,
writes Bernard Marr in his latest book, “Data Strategy.” In an interview with McKinsey & Company,
Rajat Monga, Engineering Director at TensorFlow (Google) says: “AI is going to be part of nearly
every application we’ll have around us. It’s going to be part and parcel of everything we’ll do, just
like the Internet has changed things.” The amount of data has increased exponentially, especially
in marketing and sales. The user has become more and more transparent, offering an extremely
precise customer profile with a traceable digital footprint that shows wishes and needs.
For sales, this data volume brings the great
opportunity of being able to adapt to
customers’ needs more precisely
than ever before. But amid this
large amount of data, humans are
no longer in a position to analyze
all possible patterns. Artificial
Intelligence makes this, and much
more, possible in a fraction of the
time previously required.
In recent years, the number of AI tech companies
has grown exponentially in various fields: robotics and autonomous vehicles, medical diagnosis, natural language processing, and operational efficiencies with the development of the
Internet of Things. From GAFA tools (Google, Apple, Facebook, Amazon), to startup technologies
like Einstein, Nudge, Troops, Incenteev (yes, that’s us!) and DATAlovers, among many others.
According to entrepreneur, professor, and AI scientist Dr. Peter Gentsch, the entire sales process
could be replaced by machines in the near future on a theoretical level using algorithms and
self-learning programs. All employees – from representatives to managers – will be confronted
with this challenge. Practically, however, it is still a long way to the so-called General Intelligence that would make machines as advanced as humans.
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Neuroscientist and author Dr. Vivienne Ming says that the future of sales is much more than
automated processes run by machines. Humans will hold an important position in the future
sales process, which will contain more creative skills and authenticity – especially at the C-level.
Nevertheless, AI systems are developing fast. Companies must begin embracing the integration
of AI technologies in their sales processes. The best way to ensure an agile evolution is to
implement easy and handy systems while adjusting the sales teams to their new tasks step by
step. Most companies are afraid of the massive change that AI will bring to their business, but in
fact, this change cannot be avoided. Better to start now than lose later to the competition that
embraced change.
Artificial Intelligence will transform sales business massively, but whether it only automates
or also augments jobs depends on business models, sales strategy, and company culture.
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Infographic

More than a vision: How companies are implementing
AI in their management.

Many companies are already adopting Artificial Intelligence by automating
tasks like analysis and organizational or online services. But does this mean
AI will take people’s jobs?
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Insights

The future of sales will be about global competition,
creativity and talent
Artificial intelligence (AI) – a trendy term that does not spread euphoria everywhere. While the
use of intelligent algorithms promises to make decisions faster, cheaper, and even better than
the human workforce, it also implies the elimination of numerous jobs. Will humans lose their
power to robots?
In sales, important steps such as basic risk assessments, lead qualifications or even entire
CRM systems could be automated. The AI could complete such tasks much faster, especially
in bottlenecks situations. But is this really the best solution? Artificial intelligence represents a
tremendous change in the way we work. The new strategic perspectives this transformation
opens for sales, however, will have a positive impact.
It is time to make important decisions.
These new perspectives naturally have major
consequences, as they are anything but trivial.
In many companies, the first reaction to these
new perspectives is often: "I don't have to hire
anyone for the jobs that AI can do." But that
mentality is short-sighted. Instead of firing
the seemingly superfluous employees, we
should ask ourselves how to reintegrate
employees who have previously done most of the
routine work into the creative component of the company.
Neuroscientist Vivienne Ming sums up these new perspectives: "The future of sales is about
global competition, creativity, and talent.” Artificial intelligence will be used everywhere - not
only in sales - so replacing highly qualified sales personnel at random is no solution. We now
have the opportunity to to empower every person in our evolving distribution networks and lay
the foundation for a long-term vision.
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Learn to deal with your data.
The salesperson of the future will most certainly be different from the current sales profile above all, a sales rep must learn how to handle data by using intelligent algorithms. This requires
a completely different training than most salespeople currently have. But filling these gaps is a
task for which companies can take responsibility.
Lose your fear of Artificial Intelligence.
Of course, the installation and maintenance of Artificial Intelligence requires qualified data
specialists who are familiar with statistics, machine learning, and data processing. But these
specialists are certainly less familiar with sales, supply chains, or risk assessments. The same
applies to Artificial Intelligence: It can answer questions and filter data within seconds. But it
cannot make individual decisions, and it especially lacks the human quality of empathy. However,
sales reps already have unique expertise: they know their customers, their market, and their
competitors better than any intelligent machine.
Use all tools.
Artificial Intelligence is not capable - and will not be in the foreseeable future - replicating this
expertise. Companies should take advantage of their sales networks because these benefits of
expertise will change their market position in the long term.
Get started - now!
To guarantee the smoothest possible change, salespeople need the strong support
of

the

company.
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to ensure alignment between CSM and data processing. To keep field staff connected,
companies can take advantage of digital transformation and use real-time technologies like
mobile learning modules for their sales networks. In this way, every employee can stay up to
date on a daily basis and expand his or her own knowledge horizon by exchanging ideas with
other employees.
Awaken the sports spirit.
Mobile apps offer many opportunities for companies to keep their sales network current, and
not just for learning and communication. Through playful apps and dashboards, salespeople
are encouraged to be more productive and keep track of their performance. Over time, Artificial
Intelligence will become a highly efficient tool for salespeople that supports rather than replaces
salespeople.

The question of whether to implement AI in your sales structure is no longer
relevant. In a future of global competition and customization, salespeople will
focus on the creative and authentic parts of their job and let AI do the rest by
using modern AI tools to handle mass amounts of information effectively and
efficiently. Sales leaders will guide their sales teams through this transformation,
ensuring a performance-driven and motivated sales force.
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Expert Interview

Artificial Intelligence cannot substitute managers
In an exclusive Interview, Incenteev sits down with Prof. Dr. Peter
Gentsch, data scientist, management consultant and entrepreneur
of diva-e Digital Value Excellence and DATAlovers AG, to discuss the
current state and the future role of humans in sales business.

To what extent are sales processes like lead generation or nurturing
related to algorithms or big data?
Big Data is the main component for these processes. I can’t use
algorithms in sales processes unless I have a sufficient database. Today,
every company can gather at least 10,000 data points that are indicators
Photo: © Peter Gentsch

of whether the user is the right person, whether this is the right time and

with which message I should approach him. In the past, sales business was clearer and simpler.
I got along just fine with minimal data and the algorithms were not that mature. Today - and this
is also the fuel for AI - I have a lot of data. But no human being can professionally process this
multitude of changing data and complexity by hand. The machine is simply better than us.
How can I imagine the salesperson of the future? To what extent do the current tasks differ
from the activities of the future?
Tomorrow’s sales representative should see AI not just as a threat, but as support. I can save
time by delegating to AI to find out what my target group is, etc. Consequently, I will have more
time to conduct the really important things, namely personal and empathic dialogue. On the
negative side, I could theoretically digitize and automate the entire sales process. In my opinion,
the sales representative of tomorrow should be supported by AI so that he can concentrate on
what matters in customer dialogue in a much more intensive and sustainable manner.
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Do you think that employees’ fears of losing their jobs are justified?
Absolutely. Sometimes this discussion is a bit romantic and naive because they say that they
simply have to develop and train their employees in other areas. I believe that everything that
can be digitized will be digitized.
Everything that can be networked will be networked, and everything that can be automated
will be automated. But sales also has a lot to do with tactics and strategy, with empathy, and
emotion. And that cannot be replaced by AI.
What about the management level? Will the role of the sales manager change completely?
The higher you go in the hierarchy, the less it can be automated. Here, one speaks less of
automation, but of augmentation. Of course, you can also support decisions at a strategic level
by generating automated market analysis and automatic competitive analysis, which help a
sales executive to improve his sales strategies. I would not go as far as to say that AI can design a
complete sales strategy today, but it provides valuable input to formulate, sustain, and manage
a sales strategy.
How long will it take for AI to have an impact on personal relationships,
especially as a consultant for managers in their relationships with their
employees?
The current Maturity Level describes a so-called
Narrow Intelligence. That means that each system
of Artificial Intelligence has very specific tasks. What
humans are capable of doing well and what AI is not,
that is what we call General Intelligence: switching
between different domains and drawing analogies.
When I talk to a manager, I expect a certain flexibility,
that the manager answers different questions and
that he can do many different things rather than
Photo: © Peter Gentsch
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one specific thing. AI as a tool helps me to better assess and manage my employees in the
organization. But that’s no substitute for the manager.
What is your tip for a company to start embracing AI as smoothly as
possible?
We are experiencing a democratization of AI. That means I have a lot of opportunities to try AI.
There is open data; I have data I can analyze, and I can implement tests with pilot customers. So,
do not develop for years and see if the AI works. Instead, build prototypes for specific use cases,
be it in sales or internal marketing, and get a feeling for where it works and where it does not.
In which direction will we head in the next 20 years?
I don’t know of any AI prognosis that ever came true. I like to take this example of AlphaGo, the
AI which beat the world champion in chess. There were predictions that it would be about 50 to
100 years before an AI could do that. It only took two years.

According to Prof. Dr. Peter Gentsch, the competition, opportunities, and
consequences in sales businesses have never been so high. Everything now
depends on how fast and to which degree companies will integrate AI systems
into their sales organizations. But companies should not fear this massive
transformation. By starting in an agile and human-focused way – and as soon
as possible – they can plant the seeds for future harvest.
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Implementation

Forget fear and get started: five easy and efficient AI
technologies to boost your sales organization
The discussion of whether or not to use AI concluded long ago. Today, the question is more
about how a company can use AI as simply and smoothly as possible. The five tools presented
here can facilitate the handling of big data and support sales staff in new tasks.

Einstein is the Artificial Intelligence of Salesforce. Einstein uses large amounts of data to calculate
significances, forecasts, and recommendations in relation to individual business processes. AI
works here clearly and seamlessly for every employee.
Nudge does not use AI to automate tasks, but instead leverages AI to help sales professionals
build authentic relationships with customers using large amounts of data. Nudge analyzes your
network and helps sales representatives meet customers more authentically.
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Troops AI connects to your Salesforce data and helps your salespeople automatically manage
their business processes. These automated processes save time that can be spent directly with
customers.
Incenteev helps sales leaders increase the performance of their sales teams by fostering
innovative and agile behaviors. Teams can leverage their collective expertise to accelerate the
adoption of AI-driven technologies in their organisation and processes.
DATAlovers offers various innovative solutions for targeted customer acquisition in sales and
marketing. Using big data and AI, DATAlovers delivers information according to your criteria and
increases efficiency in target group selection.

Implementing AI in your sales organization is not rocket science. There are already
many handy technologies: Einstein, Troops, Nudge, Incenteev and DATAlovers,
to name only a few. Combining different tools can save time and boost the
performance of your sales organization.
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Synthesis

The future of sales will be one small step for man,
one giant leap for business
Today, being “smart” goes beyond intelligence. “Smart” people are connected to
their environment as a part of an automated data cycle. Being part of this data cycle
with access to massive quantities of information is no longer a question of will but
of competition. With the use of Artificial Intelligence, companies are now gaining
huge advantages for their commercial activities throughout the customer journey
and lifecycle. Consequently, deciding against the use of Artificial Intelligence in
sales business processes can mean significant losses in the long term.
But how should companies integrate highly complex algorithms into their
commercial processes to stay competitive? Now is the time to take the first
steps into the world of big data! There are already many resources to help you
on your journey of Artificial Intelligence adoption. Readiness models or sharing
best practices with other companies can serve as orientation and help to reduce
scepticism towards AI.
As efficient uses of AI are found, top management must work on defining the new
role and missions of its sales reps and field managers. We are in the AI age of socalled Narrow Intelligence. This means AI can be used as a powerful assistant. But
the human being with his unique qualities is still the master – even in the world of
big data. So enter with confidence.
Your customers are already there, waiting for you!
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DISCOVER INCENTEEV
Unleash the potential of your sales organization.
Train, track, challenge, and connect your managers and reps from a single
platform.
The role of the sales rep is changing rapidly.
Clients are becoming experts, margins are tightening, and new products,
regulations, and business models are emerging... The sales profession has
changed more in the last 5 years than in the past 100.
YOUR CHALLENGES
Digital Transformation | Sales Rep Loyalty | Accelerating Markets | Missing Quota

Is your sales management keeping pace?
Are your sales managers equipped to coach their teams through this
transformation? Imagine a single platform to train your sales force, measure their
progress, organize sales challenges, and promote best practices.
OUR SOLUTION
INCENTEEV: THE DIGITAL SALES COACH

between meetings
or over breakfast, in
as little as 1 minute
a day.

individual and
team progress across
KPIs, updated in
real-time with your
CRM.

your managers and
reps to meet
objectives stepby-step through
customizable sales
challenges.

best practices,
success stories,
and feedback from
the field in a secure
community.

ARE YOU READY TO TRANSFORM YOUR SALES ORGANIZATION?
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Incentivize your network.
And follow us on:
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MEET THE AUTHORS

Roland Massenet
Sales Expert. Former Head of Sales at Dell Computer and
Consultant at McKinsey & Company.
Incenteev Co-Founder.

Simon Vandendriessche
Gen Y engagement expert. Driver of disruptive technologies.
Incenteev Co-Founder.

Theresa Meyer
Content Manager at Incenteev.
Communication Expert.
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“IF BIG DATA IS
THE NEW OIL,
ANALYTICS
IS THE

COMBUSTION
ENGINE.”

Want more exclusive content? Visit Incenteev.com for an ever-growing list of free executive resources to
prepare your future sales transformation.
Or contact us directly:
Incenteev
performance@incenteev.com
Incenteev, 350 rue Lecourbe, 75015 Paris, France
www.incenteev.com

